Abstract-Previously, we proposed to use a coincidence collimator to achieve fractional-crystal resolution in positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. We have designed and fabricated a collimator prototype for a small-animal PET scanner (A-PET). To compensate for imperfections in the fabricated collimator prototype, collimator normalization, as well as scanner normalization, is required to reconstruct quantitative and artifact-free images. In this paper, we develop a normalization method for the collimator prototype based on the A-PET normalization using a uniform cylinder phantom. We performed data acquisition without the collimator for scanner normalization first, and then with the collimator from eight different rotation views for collimator normalization. After a reconstruction without correction, we extracted the cylinder parameters from which we generated expected emission sinograms. Single scatter simulation was used to generate the scattered sinograms. We used the least-squares method to generate the normalization coefficient for each line of response (LOR) based on measured, expected, and scattered sinograms. The scanner and collimator normalization coefficients were factorized by performing two normalizations separately. The normalization methods were also verified using experimental data acquired from A-PET with and without the collimator. In summary, we developed a model-based collimator normalization that can significantly reduce variance and produce collimator normalization with adequate statistical quality within feasible scan time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

P
OSITRON emission tomography (PET) has become an important modality in medical and molecular imaging. In the past few decades the performance of PET systems has been substantially improved in terms of spatial resolution and sensitivity. However, in most preclinical PET applications, the resolution of PET scanners is still mainly limited by the physical sizes of the scintillator crystals or the intrinsic spatial resolution of the photon detectors [1] . For PET using discrete crystals, the empirical formula proposed by Moses and Derenzo [2] dominating factor for imaging resolution. The most direct method is to reduce the crystal size (i.e., increase the number of crystals per unit area) by scintillator manufacturing techniques [3] - [5] . The reduction in crystal size can effectively improve the spatial resolution. However, it can be cost prohibitive with current manufacturing processes; there is increased intercrystal scatters for smaller crystals; the small crystals can be under utilized for the general-purpose imaging applications. On the other hand, most current general-purpose PET scanners cannot provide the needed spatial resolution for specific regions-of-interest imaging applications. Previously, we proposed a fractional-crystal collimation approach to improve the transverse spatial resolution inside a central region of a PET scanner by adding a specially designed collimator [6] - [10] . The collimator runs the axial length of a PET scanner and has a translational symmetry axially. With the collimator, each detector crystal can be conceptually split into two subcrystals by "masking" the first or second half of the crystal with a high-density attenuator, e.g., tungsten; each crystal pair can measure 2 × 2 times as many resolution-enhanced line of responses (LORs) with four collimation combinations. Our collimator is designed to measure all interleaved LOR combinations by just rotating the collimator. Our collimated PET method can improve both linear and angular sampling, and especially, it can improve the transverse spatial resolution beyond the physical crystal size and detector intrinsic resolution. Obviously, there is a tradeoff among resolution, sensitivity and field of view (FOV). As a consequence of using the collimator, the geometric sensitivity of the collimated PET is approximately a quarter of that of the uncollimated PET. This may result in a longer scan time for some imaging scenarios that need more spatial information per photon [9] , [11] .
We have designed and fabricated a tungsten collimator prototype for small-animal PET scanner (A-PET) [12] , [13] . We use A-PET as a testbed for our PET collimator to demonstrate the feasibility and performance advantage of the collimator. To efficiently utilize the collimated LORs, we developed an LORinterleaving reconstruction algorithm dedicated to collimated PET, incorporating both detector and collimator modeling [11] . It is important to estimate normalization factor for each LOR and apply the normalization correction before or during image reconstruction for quantitative imaging [14] , [15] . To compensate for imperfections in the fabricated collimator, collimator normalization, as well as scanner normalization, is required for the collimated PET to reconstruct quantitative and artifact-free images. The scanner normalization corrects the nonuniformity in LOR sensitivity, including the intrinsic crystal efficiency, solid angle subtended, and geometrical correction. Collimator normalization can correct imperfections in the fabrication of the prototype and the collimator attenuation. In this paper, we have developed a procedure to estimate the collimator normalization coefficients and the scanner normalization coefficients using a uniform cylinder phantom. The collimator normalization combined with the scanner normalization can be incorporated into image reconstructions for collimated PET.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Collimator Prototype and Experimental Setup
We have designed and fabricated a collimator prototype to improve the spatial resolution for a Philips Mosaic HP smallanimal PET scanner (A-PET) [12] , [13] , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . We use A-PET as a testbed for our PET collimator prototype to demonstrate the feasibility and performance advantage of the collimator prototype. A-PET contains 278 LYSO crystals in a transverse ring with sizes of 2 × 2 × 10 mm 3 , and there are 52 such rings along the axial direction. The transverse and axial crystal pitches are 2.34 and 2.31 mm, respectively. The scanner diameter is 19.7 cm with an axial length of 11.9 cm.
Our collimator prototype comprises 276 trapezoidal tungsten bars (front width 0.2 mm, back width 1.2 mm, and length 140 mm). Each tungsten bar, registered to one axial column of crystals, can be configured transversely to expose either the first half (0) or the second half (1) of the crystals. The effective crystal width can be reduced from 2 to 1 mm for A-PET with the collimator prototype. The complete sampling of collimated LORs for each crystal pair requires the LORs between any two segments (not within a segment) be measured with four different "mask" configurations, i.e., 00, 01, 10, and 11. We grouped the tungsten bars into eight segments which are, respectively, corresponding to crystals: 0-34, 35-69, 70-104, 105-138, 139-173, 174-208, 209-243, and 244-277. The eight groups tungsten bars are configured as [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1], respectively. The two tungsten bars corresponding to crystals 104 and 209 were not installed due to the space limitation at segment boundaries, and these two uncollimated crystals in turn were used for collimator alignment. The collimator has a central efficiency FOV about 15 mm-the sweet spot where the collimator has the high and nearly uniform sensitivities [6] - [8] .
The collimator prototype, attached to a motorized rotation stage (Model URS100PP, Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA), was placed inside the A-PET gantry as shown in Fig. 1(b) . We installed eight ball bearings on the front and back ends of the collimator frame to rotate against the A-PET gantry. The collimator was rotated eight successive times in a step of about 45 • for data acquisition; specifically, the collimator was rotated 0, 35, 70, 105, 139, 174, 209, and 244 crystals for the eight acquisitions [11] .
To synchronize the collimator motion and PET data acquisition in real-time, we have developed a motionacquisition synchronization technique. This technique allows us to automatically acquire list-mode data with different collimator rotations. We generated synchronized pulses using a digital I/O device (Model USB-6501, National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX, USA), and the pulses with different encoding patterns were sent to A-PET gating port as pseudo cardiac gating signals and recorded in list-mode data. The collimator status can be extracted by decoding the digital pulses in the pseudo cardiac control events. We used a motion controller (Model ESP300, Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA) to simultaneously control up to three motorized linear/rotation stages with synchronized motion. The digital I/O and motion controller are connected to a computer through USB and serial port, respectively. We developed a graphical user interface using LabVIEW (National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX, USA) for the synchronized control of collimator motion and data acquisition.
B. Least-Squares Scanner Normalization
We used a uniform cylinder phantom filled with 2 mCi 18 F-FDG (diameter 10 cm, length 15 cm) for both data acquisitions with and without the collimator, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The phantom was mounted to the animal table using a mounting bracket and placed near the center of the scanner (position error within 2 mm). We performed data acquisitions without the collimator for scanner normalization first, and then with the collimator from eight different rotation views for collimator normalization. For the scanner normalization, the LOR detection process for each ring combination is modeled as
where d j is detected prompt events for LOR j, t j and s j are, respectively, true and scattered events, and n is the number of LORs in a sinogram, s true , s scat and b are the detection scale for true events, the detection scale for scattered events and the background random events, respectively. The scatter sinograms were generated using single scatter simulation [16] . The true sinograms were generated from a mathematical cylinder with parameters estimated from a reconstruction without corrections. We performed the reconstruction without corrections using the row-action maximum likelihood algorithm (RAMLA) [17] to estimate the cylinder parameters including the centers and the axes of the cylinder with fixed diameter and axial length. Based on the estimated parameters we created cylinder activity and attenuation images and then used ray-tracing to generate the true emission and attenuation sinograms from respectively, the uniform activity and attenuation images. The three parameters (true scale, scatter scale, and background offset) for each ring combination can be estimated simultaneously using the least-squares method as ⎡ 
Based on the estimated scales, the normalization coefficient η j for LOR j can be determined as
where
Here, the angle brackets denote statistical averaging over all LORs within a ring combination. Since the LORs outside the object can only be considered as scattered or random events, an alternative to the simultaneously estimating of the three parameters is to estimate them in two steps. First, the scatter scale and background offset can be estimated using the LOR events outside the object boundary, and then the true scale can be estimated using the LORs inside the object by segmenting the sinograms. The Casey average was used to reduce the variance for the estimated scanner normalization coefficients [18] , [19] .
C. Model-Based Collimator Normalization
For collimator normalization, we developed a model-based variance reduction technique dedicated for the collimator normalization. As shown in Fig. 2 , the collimator attenuation and (z 1 , z 2 ) . Note that the axesx andŷ axes are rotated for illustrative purposes.
imperfection of the tungsten bars for the 3-D collimated PET can be factorized and modeled as
r and φ define an LOR's radial and angle indices in the transverse view, is the axial spacing between the two crystals, L[r]sec θ is the effective intersection length between the LOR and the collimator, s = s[r]
is the distance between theẑ axis and the projection of the LOR onto a transverse plane, R is the scanner radius, μ is the linear attenuation coefficient of the collimator material tungsten, and C is a multiplication constant. The two back-to-back gamma rays from an annihilation event can penetrate through the tungsten collimator and be detected by a pair of crystals. We use w[x] to model collimator nonuniformity at the crystal x due to the tungsten bar imperfection in the fabricated collimator prototype (independent of z because of its axial symmetry). For an LOR connected by two crystals (x 1 , z 1 ) and (x 2 , z 2 ), the factor is w[x 1 ]w[x 2 ]. Without loss of generality, we assume that the constant C is absorbed by the term w. By taking the logarithm, we have a vectorized model as
where A (r,φ),x = 1 when LOR (r, φ) intersects with crystal x and 0 otherwise (it has two ones in each row), and log w is a column vector whose xth element is log w [x] . Here, we took a natural logarithm to make a linear model with respect to the parameters log w, which is similar to the logarithm taken in computed tomographic image reconstruction. Because the collimator is axially symmetric, we can compute the average of (7) over the axial indices (z 1 , z 2 ) to reduce the variance in the estimated collimator parameters. By taking the double average over n z axial crystals, we have
By changing variables z = [(z 1 + z 2 )/2] and d z = z 1 − z 2 , we can further simplify P[r] as (8) with two sets of unknowns: 1) the collimator nonuniformity w and 2) the effective intersection lengths L[r], r = 0, 1, . . . , n r − 1. We use n r and n φ to denote the number of rays and the number of angles in an LOR sinogram, respectively. For A-PET, the LOR sinogram is binned into 125 rays × 139 angles. Similar to the maximum-likelihood reconstruction of attenuation and activity [20] , we use an alternating iterative algorithm to solve the two sets of unknown parameters. In each iteration, the effective intersection lengths L[r] are updated while keeping the current values for the collimator nonuniformity w, and then vice versa. The alternating iterative algorithm for collimator normalization is given in (13) and (14) , as shown at the bottom of this page. Here, we use D(p, q) to denote a distance measure between vectors p and q, and vec(·) to denote a vectorization operation which converts its argument (a matrix) into a column vector. The Euclidean distance and KullbackLeibler divergence are often used for the distance measure, and the least-squares method and maximum likelihood expectation maximization can be used, respectively, to solve the collimator nonuniformity w in (14) . Due to the axial symmetry of the collimator, we used factor w[x] to model the tungsten bar nonuniformity. One can extend the normalization method to the collimators designed without axial symmetry by using w [x, z] to model the collimator nonuniformity. It is worth noting that the nonuniformity factors are positive numbers, and this is a natural constraint in log w. One can also constrain the solution w ≤ 1, by applying the constraint of the non-negative unknowns − log w in (14) .
III. RESULTS
A. Scanner Normalization
For scanner normalization, we filled the uniform cylinder phantom with 2 mCi 18 F-FDG and collected a total of 4.60 billion events in the LOR sinogram format. We performed a reconstruction without any correction using the LORs with maximum ring difference of 2. The RAMLA algorithm with two iterations was used for the uncorrected reconstruction [17] . From the 3-D reconstructed image we estimated the cylinder parameters (the center and the axes of the cylinder) with fixed diameter 10 cm and axial length 15 cm. Based on the estimated parameters, we created activity and attenuation images, and then generated true emission and transmission sinograms using ray-tracing of the mathematical cylinder with the estimated parameters. The linear attenuation coefficient for water at 511 keV is 0.095 cm −1 . The scatter sinograms were generated using single scatter simulation [16] . Based on measured, true, and scattered sinograms, we computed true scale, scatter scale, and background offset for each sinogram using the least squares method (2) , and the normalization coefficients were computed using (4). To reduce the variance, the Casey average was applied to estimated scanner normalization coefficients [18] , [19] . The data sinogram acquired from the uniform cylinder phantom is shown in Fig. 3(a) , and the corresponding estimated scanner normalization sinogram is shown in Fig. 3(b) .
B. Collimator Normalization
We aligned the collimator before performing the normalization acquisition using a 22 Na source. Thanks to the motion-acquisition synchronization technique, we automatically rotated the collimator with very high precision. The collimator has four gaps between different configurations (the corresponding crystals have high sensitivity). We rotated the collimated 21 steps in a step of 0.1295 • (corresponding to 0.1 crystal pitch), and aligned the collimator by computing the correlation function of the crystal responses. We refilled the uniform cylinder phantom with the same activity of 2 mCi 18 F-FDG, and we collected a total of 660 million counts of list-mode data from eight rotation views for the collimator normalization. We tested the model-based collimator normalization method using simulated data by ray-tracing of the collimator [11] , and it worked well in both fitting the simulated data and reducing variance. We then applied the collimator normalization method to the experimentally acquired data.
We used the scanner normalization as a prior in estimating the collimator normalization. The total normalization is a product of scanner normalization and collimator normalization. By factoring out the scanner normalization, we can further reducê
(a) (b) the variance for the collimator normalization using model (6) . We used the alternating iterative algorithm (13) and (14) with iteration number 512 to estimate the collimator parameters, and the least squares method was used for (14) in estimating the collimator nonuniformity. Fig. 4 shows the data sinogram acquired form the cylinder phantom, the corresponding computed collimator normalization sinogram, and the total normalization sinogram (the product of scanner and collimator normalization sinograms). The collimator normalization sinogram is low at the center FOV, where the collimator has high sensitivity. We can see that the model-based collimator normalization fitting can significantly reduce variance and produce collimator normalization with good statistical quality at feasible scan time.
C. Verification
For verification, we performed image reconstruction of the uniform cylinder phantom (diameter 10 cm, length 15 cm). The reconstructed images without normalization correction, with only scanner normalization correction and with both scanner and collimator normalization corrections are shown in events correction were applied during the image reconstruction. Due to the collimation, the detected scattered events were much fewer than those of the uncollimated case. The scatter sinogram was estimated from the data sinogram with delayed-events subtracted after both scanner and collimation normalizations based on the single scatter simulation model [16] . From the reconstructed images, we can see that the nonuniformity of scanner and collimator prototype, as well as the collimator attenuation, can be corrected after applying the normalization corrections. There is still some residual nonuniformity near the center of the reconstructed images in Fig. 5(c) , which might be caused the residual error in the scatter estimation. The bright central regions in the top row of Fig. 5 (a) and (b) indicate the efficiency FOV of the collimator prototype [11] .
To quantify the uniformity of collimated reconstructions, we computed the mean and standard deviation values of the reconstruction images in a central cylinder region and in a peripheral annulus region. The central cylinder region has diameter of 15 mm and height of 20 mm, which is the sweet spot of the collimator. The diameters of the annulus region are 40 and 80 mm, and the height is 20 mm. The ratio of the means between the central region and peripheral region are 4.63, 5.29, and 0.953 for the three cases of without normalization, with scanner normalization and with both scanner and collimator normalizations, respectively. The %STD (standard deviation divided by mean) in the central region are, respectively, 22.61%, 22.44%, and 13.09% for the three cases; and the %STD in the peripheral region are, respectively, 12.28%, 13.96%, and 12.74% for the three cases.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We developed the model-based normalization method for our collimator prototype designed for an A-PET with cylindrical geometry. The method takes both the detection efficiency as well as the collimation efficiency into account, i.e., the total normalization is the product of scanner normalization and the collimator normalization. The method is an extension of the routine A-PET normalization procedure, and the scanner normalization is essentially the same as the routine normalization without collimation. A scanner normalization is required for quality control at a routine interval (e.g., quarterly or semiannually). To acquire the scanner normalization, the collimator would have to be removed and replaced afterward with high reproducibility. To ensure the high reproducibility of the collimation replacement, a quick data acquisition is required to properly align the collimator. Theoretically, the collimator normalization would not change. However, we may repeat the collimator normalization after each scanner normalization in order to account for any nonreproducibility of collimator replacement.
The method can also be extended to other special collimators designed for clinical PET scanners with polygon geometry, or dedicated PET scanners with special geometries, by applying the collimator symmetries. The least squares method in (14) can also be applied to other imaging applications, e.g., to estimate the time-variant crystal efficiencies in PET-MR using avalanche photodiodes (APDs), because APD's efficiency is very sensitive to operating temperature [21] . A drawback of this model-based approach is that the accuracy of the normalization is dependent on the accuracy of the model used to describe the collimator. However, it has the advantage that a more intelligent treatment of the different properties of different components is possible. The scanner normalization may change over time, while the collimator normalization usually does not. So, the collimator normalization can be estimated only once from the measured collimated data with high statistics. This is analogous to the component-based methods for scanner normalization [14] , [15] -specifically, some scanners use this technique to measure the effects of detector geometry (e.g., for a block detector) once and then fold these into the overall efficiency correction which include variations due to PMT gain drift, time-variant crystal efficiencies, etc. The depth-of-interaction is not included in the model, which might cause slight blur in the estimated normalization coefficients. This blur error is very small compared to the noise in the data. And we demonstrated the usefulness of the normalization method.
In summary, we have developed a model-based normalization method to correct collimator effects, which allows quantitative and artifact-free reconstructions for the collimated PET. The normalization method can generate collimator normalization coefficients with significantly reduced variance at feasible scan time. We demonstrated the normalization method can effectively correct the imperfections in the fabricated collimator prototype, as well as the collimator attenuation, and produce accurate reconstructed images after normalization for the collimated PET. Future works, including extension of the collimator model, precise collimator fabrication, and resolution phantom studies, are required to fully explore the potential of the collimated PET.
